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This invention relates to automatic train con 
trol Systems of the intermittent type, and par 
ticularly to means for transmitting control in 
fluences from the trackway to a moving vehicle. 

In automatic train control systems, it is de 
sirable to transmit control influences from the 
trackway to moving vehicles in accordance with 
traffici conditions in advance. Such contro in 
fluences are preferably transmitted inductively 
through an intervening air gap, without physical 
contact between cal-carried aind trackway de 
WCeS. - 

One important principle to be observed in the 
construction of Safety, devices for railroads, is 
that of the failure on the side of safety. Fol 
lowing out this principle in an inductive type of 
train control System, it is expedient to utilize the 
inherent magnetic properties of a body of iron 
along the trackway to produce a stopping or 

20 danger influence, so that if wires break, batteries become exhausted, or other similar failures oc 
cur, the safety of the system will not be de 
stroyed by such failures, but the train will be 
stopped thereby. In utilizing the inherent prop 
erties of iron in trackway devices of this ind, 
suitable means must be provided for removing 
or counteracting the effect of such devices under 
clear: traffic conditions. On the otheriº handi, it is 
sometimes desirable to provide communicating 
devices: preferably also of the inductive type for 
transmitting a clearing influence to remove a 
restriction which has been imp0Sed by Such dan 
ger or stopping influence. Clearing influences 
should be transmitted by devices oparating on 
the open-circuit principle, that is, by devices 
which are constructed so that those portions 
thereof which are likely to fail, such as a circuit 
wire and the like, if a failure occurs, Will pre 
vent the transmission of a clearing influence. In 
other Words, danger influences should be trans 
mitted by devices, along the trackWay. Which have 
inherent properties which can not fail, the effect 
of which may be removed or counteracted by a 
less reliable device in accordance with traffic 
conditions; whereas clearing influences should 
have their presence dependent on the less re 
liable, or weaker links of a chain of the necessary 
elementS. 
The present invention is directed toward pro 

viding communicating apparatus which will 
transmit such danger control influences, induc 
tively from a dead or inert trackway device, that 
is, one which requires no energy in either its 
active or inactive condition, and in which an 
iniuence may be transmitted to suitable vehicle 

(Cl. 246-63) 
carried apparatus, if the vehicle moves by such 
trackway devices, or if it stands over such de 
vices without any relative movement with re 
Spect thereto; and is further directed toward 
the provision of devices constructed on the nor 
mally open or deemergized circuit principle for 
transmitting clearing influences, these devices 
likewise being effective with very little or no 
relative motion between car-carried and track 
way devices. 
Other objects and purposes of the invention 

. . Will appear as the description progresses. 
In describing the invention in detail, reference 

Will be made to the accompanying drawing, in 
Which:- ? 

Figure 1 shows diagrammatically the trackway 
of a railway block signal system upon which the 
trackWay apparatus of one embodiment of the 
present invention has been superimposed; 

Fig. 2ShoWS diagrammatically one form of car 
carried apparatus embodying this invention, the 
parts and circuits being shown more with a view 
of making it easy to understand the invention 
and its mode of operation, than with the purpose 
of illustrating the parts preferably employed in 
practice; and 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged side view of the danger 
control or knock-down car element. 
The danger impulse transmitting means em 

bodying the present invention, comprises in gen 
eral a track element, T, located at desired control 
points along the track and Suitably controlled 
in accordance With traffic Conditions; and a 
knockdown car element KD and associated parts 
cooperating with said track element T. So as to 
cause interruption of a circuit on the Car, or in 
any other suitable way produce an action on the 
car under dangerous traffic conditions which can 
be utilized in any of the well-known Ways to 
regulate the movement of trains. The resetting 
or clearing devices generally comprise a car 
carried primary transformer-portion CP sup 
ported on a vehicle for communication with a 
trackway secondary transformer-portion TS, and 
a trackway transformer-portion TP adapted to 
communicate at the same time With a car-carried 
secondary transformer-portion CS, said two 
trackway transformer-portions being connected 
in a closed circuit under clear traffic conditions. 
Warious arrangements of trackWay circuits for 

controlling the condition of the track element TI 
and the transformer-portions TS and TF may 
be employed, and in the accompanying drawing 
there is shown only one typical arrangement. 
Referring to Fig. 1, the track rails l are divided 
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2,067,116. 
paratus, and since the particular form of this 
apparatus forms no part, in itself, of the present 
invention, I have illustrated conventionally a de 
Vice K, in the form of an electro-pneumatic valve 
Which may be used to vent the train pipe and ap 
ply the brakes, directly, or govern the operation of 
any other form of Speed regulating or brake-con 
'trolling mechanism. This device K is normally 
energized, and is set into operation - when deen 
ergized. While the device K may be made so as 
to be directly operated by the control relay CR, 
or may be operated by an intervening repeater 
relay, for convenience no such intervening re 
peater relay has been disclosed. 
Under normal conditions, that is, with a train 

equipped With the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 2 
moVing between control points allong a track un 
der clear traffic conditions, the primary coil P will 
be energized by alternating current from the gen 
erator AC, through a circuit which may be traced 
as follows:-beginning at the generator i AC, 
wire 46, primary coil P, wire 47 back to the alter 
nating current generator AC. - The flow of alter 
nating current through the primary coil P pro 
duces a comparatively high alternating magnet0 
motive-force in the leg 29 of the knock-down 
car element KD. The coil P is preferably designed 
With reference to the magnetic circuit of the 
knock-down element KD, so that the flux leak 
ing through the air-gap between the polepiece 27 
and the projection 3, and other paths in mul 
tiple therewith, will set up sufficient counter 
E. M.F. in the coil P to reduce the current flow 
ing therein to an amount necessary to produce 
said flux without undue heating of this coil. In 
other Words, the current flowing is that neces 
sary to produce a certain alternating flux plus 
that necessary to overcome the iron and copper 
losses, that is, it is the exciting current. 
The magnetic circuits of the knock-down elle 

ment KD are so designed that a large percentage 
of the flux will leak through the projection 31 
and maintaining coil 32, thereby inducing a Volt 
age in this maintaining coil 32. A Small amount 
of flux will also leak from one to the other of the 
pole pieces 27 and 28 through the secondary coil 
S. back through the back yoke of the core 26 to 
the leg 29. This alternating leaking flux Will in 
duce a small voltage in the coil S which is in Op 
position to the voltage induced in the maintain 
ing coil 32, this voltage, however, being so small 
as compared with the voltage induced in the 
maintaining coil, that the voltage induced in the 
maintaining coil predominates thereover, thus 
causing a current to flow in the circuit through 

: the secondary phase winding 38 in the direction 
of the voltage induced in the maintaining coil. 
This circuit may be traced as follows:-begin 
ning at the maintaining coil 32, wire 48, Second 
ary coil S, wire 49, secondaryphase Winding 38, 
wire 5) back to the maintaining coil 32. - 
The other or local phase winding 37 of the 

control relay CR is energized by alternating cur 
rent from the generator AC, through a circuit 
which may be traced as follows:-beginning at 
the armature of the generator AC, Wires 5 and 
52, local phase winding 37 of the control relay 

i CR, wire 53, front contact 54 of the control relay 
CR, wires 55 and 56 back to the alternating cur 
rent generator AC. 
With the two windings of the control relay CR 

energized in the manner as just described, the 
front contact 39 will be maintained in its closed 
position, as illustrated, against the tension of the 
spring 40. The phase relation between the cur 

3. 
rents in the local phase winding 37, and secondary 
phase Winding 38, will be so adjusted that the 
relay Will function in the manner just described, 
this phase relation, of course, being dependent 
upOn the type of two-element relay used. If an 
induction type electro-responsive device is used, 
the phase relation of the current is preferably 
Such that one current lags substantially ninety 
electrical degrees behind the other; whereas, if 
a dynamometer type of relay is used, these cur 
rents are preferably very near in phase with each 
other. 

- The device K is controlled by the control relay 
CR in any suitable manner, but has been shown 
energized by alternating current from the gener- l; 
ator AC flowing through a circuit, which may be 
traced as follows:-beginning at the generator 
AC, wires 5, 57 and 58, winding of the device K, 
Wire 59, movable contact 39 of the control relay 
CR, Wire 55 and 56 back to the alternating cur- 2 
rent generator AC. With the device K energized 
the train may proceed without any restriction. 
The restoring or pick-up relay PR, is connected 

SO that it will be energized when alternating cur 
rent is induced in the Secondary coils on the car- : 
carried secondary transformer-portion CS, and 
Controls a circuit which bridges the contacts in 
cluded in the stick circuit of the control relay CR. 
The circuit for energizing the local phase winding 
of the pick-up relay PR may be traced as foll 
lows:... beginning at the generator AC, wires 5, 
5 and 60, local phase winding 4 of the pick-up 
relay PR, Wires 6, 62 and 56 back to the gener 
ator. AC. The Secondary phase winding of the 
pick-up relay PR receives its energy through the & 
transformer portions CP and CS mounted on the 
railway Vehicle, and the cooperating transformes. 
portions TP and TS located along the trackway, 
as heretofore described, the primary trans 
former-portion CP being energized by a circuit 
Which may be traced as follows:-beginning at 
the generator AC, wire 64, coil 35 of the primary 
transformer-portion CP, wire 65, the other coil 
35 of said transformer-portion, and Wire 66 back 
to the generator AC. 
The energizing circuit for the secondary phase 

Winding of the pick-up relay PR may be traced 
as follows:-beginning at the coil 36 of the trans 
former-portion CS, wire 69, coil 36, wire, S8, 
Secondary phase winding 2 of the pick-up relay 
PR, wire 7 back to said coil 36. 
Referring particularly to Fig. 2, let us assume 

that a railway vehicle equipped with this appa 
ratUS in its norma COndition is moving along the 
track Way So that the knock-down element KD 
passes over a track element T, having its wind 
ing i Open-circuited, becau?Se the block at the 
entrance to which it is placed, or the next block 
in advance thereof, is occupied and the line relay 
8 is deenergized. During the period of time that, 
the pole pieces 2 and 28 of the knock-down 
element KD are directly over the pole pieces 6 
of the track element, the reluctance through 
the U-shaped core 26 will be much reduced due 
to the presence of the track element T. This 
reduction of the reluctance through the magnetic 
circuit juSt mentiOned CauSeS an increase of 
alternating flux through the Secondary coil S, 
and at the Sane time causes a reduction of the 
alternating flux through the projection 3. This 
reduction of the alternating magnetic fux 
through the projection 3 is accounted for by the 
fact that the total fux through the coil P is not 
changed materially, because this alternating flux 
is that which is neceSSary to produce the neces 
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sary counter E. M. F. in the coil P to limit the 
current flowing therein. Or in other words, the 
alternating flux is dependent on the voltage in 
pressed on the primary coil P and is practically 
independent of the reluctance of the magnetic 
circuit through this coil, that is, when the reluc 
tance through the element KD is reduced the 
magneto-motive-force induced in the primary 
coil P is correspondingly reduced which, of course, 
will reduce the leakage flux through the pro 
jection 3. 

Since, now, the alternating flux passing through 
the secondary coil S has been materially in 
creased, and the alternating flux passing through 
the maintaining coil 32 has been materially re 
duced, the current flowing due to the two oppos 
ing voltages induced in these coils may have been 
reduced substantially to Zero, or may even have 
been reversed, dependent upon which of these 
two voltages predominates. In any event, the 
Several parts are so designed that when the ele 
ment PKD passes over a track element T when in 
its effective condition, the torque of the control 
relay CR will be either much reduced or Will 
be reversed. The momentary deenergization of 
the control relay CR, allows the front contact 39 
to be broken, thereby opening the circuit through 
the local phase winding 37 of the control relay 
CR, thereby deenergizing it entirely and perma 
nently, this being a stick circuit. Further, the 
dropping of the front contact 39 also interrupts 
the circuit through the device K which interrup 
tion Will cause K to be actuated to control the 
train in a manner dependent upon the device K 
and the apparatus controlled thereby. 
The train may now proceed through the block 

restricted by the train control device K. Let us 
a SSume that during the time the train passes 
through the block at a restricted speed that the 
two blocks next in advance thereof have become 
clear. This Will, of course, cause the line relay 
8 at the entrance of the next block in advance 
to be maintained energized, thereby coupling the 
coils of the two trackWay transformer-portions 
TS and TP together through the circuit hereto 
fore traced. During the time the car-carried 
transformer-portions CP and CS are in com 
municating relationship with the trackway trans 
former-portions TS and TP, respectively, a chain 
of energy transmitting and transformer devices 
is completed, whereby the secondary phase wind 
ing 42 of the pick-up relay PR is energized by 
alternating current from the generator AC. This 
chain of devices comprises a transformer con 
sisting of the transformer portions CP and TS 
having their magnetic circuit completed through 
air gaps, and this transformer energizes another 
transformer consisting of transformer-portions 
TP and CS having a similar magnetic circuit, 
this transformer being connected to the Second 
ary phase winding 42 of the pick-up relay PR. 
Consequently when, and only when, this chain of 
devices is completed, energy will be supplied to 
the secondary phase winding 42 of the pick-up 
relay PR; and since the local phase Winding 
thereof is continuously energized, the relay Will 
be actuated closing its contact and completing a 
pick-up circuit. Obviously, this is only possible 
when the line relay is energized, which is only 
true when the adjacent block and the next block 
in advance are clear. 

This pick-up circuit may be traced as fol 
lows: beginning at the generator AC, wires 5 
and 52, winding 37 of the control relay CR, wires 
53 and 7 f, front contact 43 of the pick-up relay 

, 2,067, 116 
PR, wires 44, 62 and 56 back to the generator 
AC. The completion of this circuit will energize 
the control relay CR momentarily, thereby com 
pleting its stick circuit heretofore traced. This 

- will permanently energize the control relay CR 
Which in turn Will energize the train control de 
Vice K, thereby removing the restriction enforced 
by this device, which only depends on its design 
and construction as heretofore explained. In 
any event, the train may now again proceed un 
restricted by the train control device K. 
ASSuming now that a railway vehicle passing 

along the trackway with the car apparatus in its 
normal condition in the same manner as hereto 
fore described is passing over a track element T 
When in its clear traffic condition, that is, with 
its coil 7 closed in a circuit of low resistance 
through the front contact of the line relay 8. 
During the time that the knock-down element 
KD has its pole pieces 27 and 28 over the pole 
pieces 6 of the track element T, a small amount 
of flux Will leak through the U-shaped core of 
tha element KD and the core 5 of the track ele 
nent T. This Small amount of alternating flux 
will cause a relatively large alternating current 
to be set up in the winding 7, thereby producing 
an Opposing alternating magneto-motive-force 
Which Will prevent a stronger field of flux from 
passing through this magnetic circuit. The 
slight amount of additional alternating flux pass 
ing through the secondary coil S will increase 
the voltage induced in this coil slightly, thereby 
reducing the current flowing in the secondary 
phase winding 38 to a certain extent. This 
slight decrease of current will, however, be in 
Sufficient to cause the control relay CR to be 
actuated, therefore not affecting the operation 
of the train control device. 

Car-carried apparatus of an inductive influ 
ence transmitting means has, therefore, been 
provided which will transmit a danger or knock 
doWn influence when passing over a track elle 
ment comprising an inert mass of iron, but which 
Will not transmit an influence if such a mass of 
iron is passed over when provided with a coil 
closed in a circuit of low resistance, the function 
ing of this means being dependent upon an al 
ternating flux, therefore enabling it to function 
When the device is in communication with a 
track element in its effective or open-circuit con 
dition continuously, that is, when standing over 
it, as well as when it passes thereby at a com 
paratively high rate of Speed. Further, the ap 
paratus embodying this invention includes de 
Vices for restoring or picking up the devices ac- ; 
tuated by Such a knock-down influence when 
traffic conditions again clear up, the restoring 
device likewise functioning through an air gap 
Without any physical contact between the track 
Way and car-carried devices; and employing al 
tei'nating current So that the device will function, 
regardless of whether the car-carried and track 
way devices are in constant communication, or 
Whether they are paSSing by each other at a com 
mercial train Speed, providing the traffic condi 
tions are Such that a pick-up influence should be 
tranSInitted. 

It should also be noted that the car-carried 
apparatus for transmitting knock-down influ 
ences is constructed entirely On the closed ener 
gized circuit principle, for instance, if the circuit 
through either of the phase Windings of the con 
troy relay CR is interrupted, the device K will be 
actuated, thereby enforcing a restricted Speed in 
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2,067,116 
citing circuit of the primary coil P should be in 
terrupted, no current would be induced in the 
Secondary phase winding 38 of the control relay 
CR, thereby actuating the device K in a similar 
manner; and likewise if the alternating current 
Source should entirely fail, or only the circuit 
for energizing the train control device K should 
fail, this device would be actuated to enforce a 
restriction dependent, on said device. Likewise, 
if the circuit including the coil of the track ele 
ment T should not be intact for any rea,Son, a 
knock-down influence will be transmitted, be 
cause the inherent properties of the iron core 
of this element can not fail. On the other hand, 
that portion of the automatic train control ap 
paratus which is necessary to restore the train 
control device K is, as it should be, entirely de 
signed and constructed on the open-circuit prin 
ciple, so that a failure of any one of the circuits 
included in this apparatus will prevent the trans 
mission of a restoring influence, thereby making 
it impossible to transmit a false restoring or 
proceed influence due to failure. This is readily 
apparent by noting that each portion or link of 
the chain of devices heretofore mentioned is 
necessary to transmit a restoring or proceed in 
fluence, and consequently if any one of them 
should fail, no such influence can be transmitted. 
A relatively high frequency is preferably en 

ployed in order that one, or more, Cycles may 
transpire during the time the car-carried and 
trackway devices are in communication during 
the passage of a train at high Speed, this being 
desirable because the control relay should re 
spond to such communication under danger traf 
fic conditions, and at the same time should not 
be actuated when the alternating current which 
maintains it energized passes through Zero. An 
other advantage in employing Such a frequency, 
resides in the fact that the magnetic properties 
of the track element T, as compared With Such 
properties of crossing rails, increase With the 
frequency used. This, it is believed, is due to 
the quality of the iron used and its laminated 
structure. The employment of Such relatively 
high frequency, therefore, it is believed, improves 
the operating characteristics of the apparatus 
itself, and also increases the marginal effect the 
track element produces over that of a crossing 
rail. 

It should be noted that the apparatus en 
ployed for the transmission of knock-down in 
fluences has been mounted on the righthand side 
of the track, considering traffic in the direction 
of the arrow, and that the devices for transmit 
ting pick-up or proceed influences have been 
mounted on the lefthand side of the trackWay. 
This has been done so that the car-carried de 
vices provided for one purpose can not get into 
communication with the trackway devices pro 
vided for the other purpose. Further, duplicate 
equipment may be provided on the vehicle SO 
that either end of the vehicle may run ahead, 
automatic means being provided to cut in the 
proper set of devices, the operation of said auto 
matic means being dependent on the direction of 
movement of the train. This may be accom 
plished by an obvious adaptation of the means 
described in the co-pending application No. 
544,561, filed March 17, 1922, by Charles S. Bush 
nell. 
While I have described only one Specific em. 

bodiment of the invention, I desire to have it, 
understood that the particular construction 
shown and described may be modified and adapt 

5 
ed to meet the various demands for communi 
cating devices in automatic train control Sys 
tems without departing from the Spirit and SCOpe 
of the present invention, 
What I claim as new and desire to Secure by 

Letters Patent, is:- 
1. Influence communicating means for auto 

matic train control systems comprising, a car 
element having two partial magnetic circuits, 
means for producing a substantially constant 
alternating flux in said element, and trackWay 
means including adjustable electrical means for 
at times shifting flux from one to the other of 
said partial magnetic circuit.S. 

2. A car element for receiving inductive infill 
ences from the trackWay comprising, a three 
legged yoke of magnetic material, means for pro 
ducing an alternating magnetto-motive-force in 
one of said legs, and means for detecting the re 
spective amounts of flux in the other tWO legs. 

3. A car element comprising, a yoke having 
two partial magnetic circuits, means for produc 
ing an alternating magneto-motive-force in Said 
circuits, and a winding magnetically associated 
With each of said partial magnetic circuits, Said 
windings being connected in series so that the 
Voltages induced by Said magneto-motive-forces 
Will be in phase opposition. 

4. In an automatic train control System, the 
combination of means for transmitting danger 
control influences comprising, car-carried de 
vices and circuits in which each circuit is ener 
gized by alternating current and adapted to be 
actuated by trackway devices each comprising 
a bar of iron when in its active condition and 
means for controlling each to an inactive COndi 
tion; and means for transmitting restoring influ 
ences comprising, car-carried and trackway 
transformer-portions which are energized from 
a Source of alternating current on the vehicle 
and which act under clear traffic conditions to 
transmit a restoring influence. 

5. Inductively acting influence communicating 
means for automatic train control Systems com 
prising, a receiving element on a car including 
three magnetically coupled coils, a source of al 
ternating current on the car energizing one of 
Said coils, an electro-responsive control device 
connected. With the other two coils in Series and 
normally energized by current induced therein 
from the energized coil, one of said two other 
coils being only Weakly excited and opposing the 
excitation of the other coil, and a track element 
including a magnetic core for at times increasing 
the excitation of the weakly excited coil, thereby 
Opposing the excitation of the strongly excited 
coil and producing a reduction in the energizing 
Current normally supplied to said control de 
WC6e. 

6. In a train control system, the combination 
with a car-carried source of alternating current, 
automatic means partly on the vehicle and partly 
on the track deriving its energy wholly from said 
Source for Communicating two distinctive initi 
ating and restoring control influences through 
an intervening air gap at predetermined control 
points along the track, said means including two 
Separate traffic controlled circuits on the track 
Way for respectively determining the communica 
tion of said influences, one circuit if open caus 
ing the transmission of the initiating influence 
and the other circuit if closed causing the trans 
mission of the restoring influence, and automatic 
brake control apparatuS initiated and restored 
by said influences. 
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7. In a train control system, the combination 

with safety apparatus on a vehicle adapted when 
initiated to continue to be effective until restored, 
of means initiating the operation of Said Safety 
apparatus dependent on traffic conditions and 
including a track device constituting an inert 
magnetic body when in its active stopping Con 
dition, means for restoring said apparatus Con 
prising, a source of alternating current on the 
vehicle, a trackway circuit, and COOperating car 
carried and trackway devices energized from Said 
source and effective at predetermined control 
points only if said circuit is closed. 

8. Car-carried means adapted to be influenced 
by a cooperating track element constituting a 
magnetic body and comprising, a source of al 
ternating flux, two partial magnetic circuits SUp 
plied from said source, and electro-responsive 
means operable upon a predetermined change in 
the relative reluctance of said magnetic circuits 
and means including adjustable electrical means 
to change said relative reluctance. 

9. In a train control system, the combination 
with a track device constituting an inert mag 
netic body when in the active stopping condition, 
car apparatus cooperating with the track device 
and comprising, a magnetic core, a primary coil 
on the core constantly energized by alternating 
current, a secondary coil on the core energized 
from the primary coil by transformer action, 
a third coil magnetically associated with the pri 
mary coil and included in a path normally of 
higher magnetic reluctance than that through 
the secondary coil, and electro-responsive means 
connected With the secondary and the third coils 
in series, the track device acting to decrease the 
reluctance of the magnetic circuit through the 
secondary coil but not the third coil. 

10. A car element for train control Systems 
comprising, a source of alternating current, two 
partial magnetic circuits of normally different 
reluctance both energized from said Source, and 
two oppositely wound coils connected in Series 
and contained one on each of said magnetic cir 
cuit S. 

11. In a train control system, the combination 
with a track element having a U-shaped mag 
netic core and a winding thereon, track circuit 
controlled means for placing Said Winding in a 
closed deenergized circuit of low resistance under 
clear traffic conditions and on open circuit under 
dangerous traffic conditions, a car element haW 
ing a magnetic core arranged to come in Super 
imposed relation with the core of Said track 
element, a Source of periodically fluctuating Cur 
rent on the car, an exciting coil. On Said car-car 
ried core energized from Said SOUrce, a Secondary 
coil on said car-carried core in Which Voltage is 
induced as that core comes over the core of the 
track element with its winding On open circuit, 
and electro-responsive means normally ener 
gized from Said Source and having its energizing 
current reduced by the voltage induced in Said 
Secondary coil. 

12. In a train control System, the combination 
with a source of alternating current on a vehicle, 
of Separate initiating and restoring receiving de 
vices on the car moving in different paths along 
the track and both energized Wholly from Said 
source, and track circuit controlled trackway de 
vices separately cooperating With Said receiving 
devices and effective to produce thereby initiating 
and restoring influences, respectively, independ 
ently of the Speed of the car. 

13. In a train control System, car-carried brake 

2,067,116 
control apparatus adapted when set into opera 
tion to continue to be effective until restored, 
a source of alternating current on the car, means 
including a track device constituting an inert 
body of iron when in the active stopping condi 
tion for at times under dangerous traffic condi 
tions setting said brake control apparatus into 
Operation, a normally deemergized circuit adapted 
When energized to restore said apparatus, and 
tWO pairs of cooperating car-carried and WaySide 
elements effective only if a trackWay control cir 
cuit is closed for energizing the circuit on the 
car by transformed energy derived from Said 
SOU ?e. 

14. In a train control System, the combination 
With a source of Current on a vehicle, separate 
initiating and restoring receiving devices on the 
vehicle moving in different paths along the track, 
and traffic controlled track devices separately in 
fluencing said receiving devices, said receiving 
devices and track devices deriving their energy 
Wholly from the source on the vehicle and having 
their effective action dependent upon a Series of 
normally energized circuits and a series of nor 
mally deemergized circuits, respectively. 

15. In an inductive impulse communicating 
means for train control Systems, the combination 
of a car element having a coil normally energized 
by alternating current, electro-responsive means 
On the car normally maintained inactive by the 
flow of alternating current in Said coil of the car 
element, said car element having another coil 
adapted to have voltage induced therein at times 
by flux derived from the normally energized coil, 
the Voltage induced in said another coil causing 
deenergization of said electro-responsive means, 
and a track element cooperating with the car 
element and causing Such induction of voltage in 
said another coil to actuate the electro-responsive 
means, the frequency of said alternating current 
being high enough to allow one or more cycles to 
take place during the period of effective coopera 
tion of the car and track elements at the highest 
Speed of the car. 

16. A car element for automatic train control 
Systems comprising, a yoke of magnetic material 
of a configuration resulting in two partial mag 
netic circuits one of which has a lower reluctance 
than the other, means for continuously Supplying 
undulating flux to Said circuits, and trackway 
means having means for varying the electrical 
characteristics of the trackway means. 

17. Inductively acting influence communicating 
means for automatic train control Systems com 
prising, a receiving element on a car including 
magnetically coupled conductors, a source of al 
ternating current on the car energizing one of 
said conductors, an electro-responsive control de 
Vice connected With the other of said conductors 
in Series and normally energized by current in 
duced therein from the energized conductor and 
a track element including a magnetic core for at 
times Varying the excitation of the other conduc 
tor for producing a reduction in the energizing 
current normally supplied to Said control device. 

18. A car element comprising, yoke means 
forming two magnetic circuits, means for pro 
ducing an alternating magneto motive force in 
the circuitS, and a Winding magnetically asso 
ciated with each of said circuits and connected 
in series so that the voltages induced by said 
magneto motive force Will be in phase opposition. 

19. In a train controlling System, a primary 
coil on the Vehicle continuously energized by al 
ternating Current, a closed Circuit. On the vehicle 
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including secondary coils of unequal-voltages and 
connected in opposition, a relay on the Vehicle 
normally energized by the difference between the 
voltages; an armature on the roadway adapted 
to form a path of low reluctance for the flux of 
the primary vehicle coil as the vehicle moves past 
said armature, and means to control the magnetic 
characteristics of the armature, in accordance 
With different track conditions. 

20. In a train controlling System, a primary 
coil on the vehicle continuously energized by al 
ternating current, Secondary coils on the Venicle 
connected in opposition in a closed electric cir 
cuit, relay, means on the vehicle adapted to be 
operated by the difference between the voltages. 
of said secondary coils, a brake control magnet 
on the vehicle; an armature on the roadway 
adapted to form a path of low reluctance for the 
flux of the primary vehicle coil as the vehicle 
moves past said armature, and means for varying 
the voltage in the secondary Vehicle coils in ac 
cordance with different track conditions. 

21. In a train controlling System, a primary 
coil on the vehicle continuously energized, second 
alry coils on the vehicle connected in opposition, 
relay means. On the vehicle adapted to be nor 
mally operated by the current due to the differ 
ence between the voltages induced in said second 
ary coils, a brake control magnet on the vehicle; 
armatures on the roadway adapted to form a path 
of low reluctance for the flux of the vehicle coils 
each time the vehicle noves past one of the arma 
tures, and means under traffic control to control 
the armatures in accordance with different track 
conditions, - 

22. In a train controlling System, a primary 
coil on the vehicle continuously energized, Second 
ary coils on the vehicle connected in opposition, 
relay means on the vehicle energized in accord 
ance with the differential current in said Second 
airy coils; armatures on the roadway adapted to 
form a path of low reluctance for the magnetic 
flux of the vehicle coils each time the Vehicle 
moves past one of said armatures, and coil means 
on the armatures adapted to control the flux 
through the armatures, in accordance With dif 
ferent track conditions. 

23. In a train controlling System, a primary 
coil on the vehicle continuously energized; Sec 
ondary coils on the vehicle associated with said 
primary coil and connected in opposition; relay 
means on the vehicle normally energized by the 
currents in said secondary coils; a plurality of 
insulated block sections constituting a track for 
said vehicle; an armature associated with each 
block section over which said Vehicle Coils may 
pass and forming a path of low reluctance for 
the magnetic flux of said vehicle coil; and mag 
netic means associated. With each armature 
adapted to control its magnetic characteristics. 

24. Influence communicating means for auto 
matic train control Systems. Comprising, a Car 
carried core having a primary coil thereon nor 
mally energized by alternating current, a sec 
ondary coil on said core disposed adjacent Said 
coi, a secondary bucking coil on said core lo 
cated a considerable distance from Said primary 
coil and connected in series with Said Secondary 
coil, and traffic controlled trackway means for 
reducing the reluctance of the magnetic circuit 
including said primary coil and Said bucking Sec 
ondary coil under predetermined traffic condi 
tions ahead. 

25. Influence communicating means for auto 
matic train control Systems comprising, a car 
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carried core having a primary and a Secondary 
coil thereon, said primary coil being energized by 
alternating current, a control relay having a 
front contact, an energized circuit for Said con 
trol relay including the Winding and front con 
tact of said relay and said Secondary coil, and 
means partly on the vehicle and partly along the 
track Way for inducing a Voltage in said circuit. 

26. Influence communicating means for auto 
natic train control systems comprising, car-car 
ried apparatus including a control relay, a core, 
a primary and a secondary coil on the core, a 
bucking secondary coil. On the COre and connect 
ed in series with said Secondary coil, means for 
continuously energizing said primary coil by 
alternating current whereby a Voltage is induced 
in said secondary coil predominating over the 
Opposed Voltage induced in said secondary buck 
ing coil, thus producing a current for maintain 
ing said relay energized, and trackWay means 2. 
for de-energizing said relay by increasing the 
Voltage in Said Secondary bucking Coil. Without 
materially increasing the voltage in Said Sec 
ondary coil, whereby a system is formed in which 
a failure of energizing current for said primary 
coil causes de-energization of Said relay. 

27. Influence communicating means for auto 
matic train control Systems comprising, a car 
Carried core having a primary coil thereon nor 
nally energized by alternating current derived 
from a car-carried Source, a control relay, an 
other coil on said core, a circuit including the 
winding of said control relay and said other coil, 
means, for inducing a Woltage in said circuit to 
maintain said relay energized, and traffic con 
trolled trackWay means for inducing a Voltage 
in said other coil to de-energize said relay. 

28. Influence communicating means for auto 
matic train control systems comprising, a car 
Carried core having a primary coil thereon nor 
mally energized by alternating current, a sec 
Ondary coil on Said core disposed adjacent said 
coil, a Secondary bucking coil on Said core lo 
Cated a considerable distance from Said primary 
coil and connected in series with said secondary 
coil, and traffic controlled trackway means for 
diverting flux passing through said primary and 
secondary coils from leakage paths through said 
Seconday bucking coil. 

29. Car-carried apparatus for automatic train 
control Systems of the intermittent inductive 
type, comprising a primary coil, two secondary 
coils connected in series, a source of alternating 
Current for energizing said primary coil, train 
control means having two windings one of which 
is connected in series with said secondary coils 
and a contact closed When said train control de 
vice is energized, said secondary coils being lo 
cated with respect to said primary coil to cause 
more alternating flux to link one secondary coil 
than the other and to cause the flux to induce 
opposing Voltages in the circuit of said sec 
ondary coils thereby inducing Sufficient current 
in said one Winding of said train control device 
to maintain it energized, trackway means active 
under adverse traffic. Conditions ahead to cause 
flux linking said one secondary coil to be di 
verted to link the other secondary coil and cause 
de-energization of said train control device, and 
Other track Way means effective Under clear traf 
fic conditions ahead to produce a flow of current 
in the other Winding of Said train control means 
for restoring it to normal. 

30. Car-carried apparatus for automatic train 
control systems of the intermittent inductive type, 
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comprising a primary coil, two secondary coils 
connected in Series, a source of alternating cur 
rent for energizing Said primary coil, train con 
trol means having two windings one of which is 
connected in series with said secondary coils and 
a contact closed. When Said train control means 
is energized, said secondary coils being located 
With respect to said primary coil to cause more 
alternating flux to link one secondary coil than 
the other and to cause the flux to induce oppos 
ing voltages in the circuit of said secondary coils 
thereby inducing sufficient current in said one 
Winding of said train control means to maintain it 
energized, trackway means comprising an inert 
magnetic body when in its active condition and 
active under adverse traffic conditions ahead to 
cause flux linking said one secondary coil to 
be diverted to link the other secondary coil and 
cause de-energization of said train control means, 
and other trackway means effective under clear 
traffic conditions ahead to produce a flow of cur 
rent in the other winding of said train control 
means for restoring it to normal. 

31. A cab carried source of alternating current, 
a differential inductor designed to be continuously 
energized by said current and provided with two 
magnetic paths, a first path of normally lesser 
and a second path of normally greater reluctance, 
a train stop means normally Sustained in a pre 
determined position by flux in the first path, and 
a track element designed to reduce the reluctance 
of the second path below that of the first path 
when desired and thus operate the train Stop 
leaS. 
32. In an intermittent inductive train control 

system, the combination with a car-carried re 
ceiver having a magnetic structure With two par 
tial magnetic paths, each path including a Sep 
arate air gap, said paths being respectively of 
greater and lesser reluctance, a car-carried Source 
of alternating current, a winding on said receiver 
constantly energized from said Source and Sup 
plying alternating flux to both of said magnetic 
paths, a secondary coil on the receiver linked 
by the flux in the magnetic path of lesser re 
luctance, an electro-responsive device On the car 
electrically connected to said Secondary coil and 
normally energized by the current induced there 
in by the alternating current in said constantly 
energized winding, a track inductor acting upon 
movement of the receiver thereby to declease 
the reluctance of said magnetic path of the re 
ceiver having the greater reluctance and thereby 
reducing the current in said secondary coil and 
causing operation of said electro-responsive de 
vice, a winding on said track inductor, and means 
for at times connecting said track inductor Wind 
ing in a closed circuit. 

33. In an intermittent inductive train control 
system, the combination with a car-carried re 
ceiver having two partial magnetic paths of dif 
ferent magnetic reluctance, each of said magnetic 
paths having an air gap therein, a Source of al 
ternating current on the car, a Winding On the 
receiver constantly connected to Said Source for 
exciting both of said magnetic paths With alter 
nating flux, secondary coils on the receiver re 
spectively linked by the flux in said magnetic 
paths and each having a voltage induced therein 
by the constantly energized Winding dependent 
upon the reluctance of its corresponding magnetic 
path, electro-responsive means on the car re 
sponding to the difference in the Voltages in 
duced in said secondary coils, a track inductor 
acting upon movement of the receiver thereby to 
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reduce the reluctance of the magnetic path of the 
receiver having the greater reluctance and there 
by causing operation of said electro-responsive 
means, a winding on said track inductor, and 
means for at times connecting said Winding of 
the inductor in a normally closed circuit. 

34. A train control system comprising the foll 
lowing combination; a train-carried source of 
alternating current and associated signal-receiv 
ing circuit, a train-carried unit for transmitting 
current to and receiving current from the way 
Side comprising inductor coils and means where 
by the Source impresses two opposing E. M. F.'s 
upon the receiving circuit for the purpose of in 
creasing the sensitivity of the receiving circuit 
to the influence of a wayside circuit, together with 
a WaySide System which includes coils functioning 
Simultaneously to receive current from and trans 
mit current to the train, and relay signal con 
trol means. 

35. In combination, vehicle carried mechanism, 
a vehicle carried inductor means including an 
energizing inductor associated with and adapted 
to be influenced for tripping the said vehicle car 
ried mechanism, a second vehicle carried inductor 
means including an energy receiving inductor 
aSSociated With and adapted to be influenced for 
resetting the vehicle carried mechanism and a 
roadside inductorium means operable in response 
to a given roadside condition for influencing the 
first mentioned inductor means to produce the 
tripping action and operable in response to an 
other roadside condition for influencing the sec 
Ond vehicle carried inductor means to produce 
the resetting action when the vehicle carried 
mechanism has been tripped and being inoper 
ative under Such last mentioned condition for 
producing any change in said vehicle carried 
mechanism when the said vehicle carried mecha 
nism has not been tripped. 

36. In combination, vehicle carried mecha 
nism, a vehicle carried inductor means includ 
ing an energizing inductor associated with and 
adapted to be influenced for tripping the said 
Vehicle carried mechanism, a second vehicle car 
ried inductor means including an energy receiv 
ing inductor aSSociated with and adapted to be 
influenced for resetting the vehicle carried 
mechanism and roadside inductorium means op 
erable in response to a given roadside condition 
for influencing the first mentioned inductor 
means to produce the tripping action and op 
erable in response to another roadside condition 
for influencing the second vehicle carried in 
ductor means to produce the resetting action 
When the vehicle carried mechanism has been 
tripped and being inoperative under such last 
mentioned condition for producing any change 
in Said vehicle carried mechanism when the 
Said vehicle carried mechanism has not been 
tripped. 

37. In a train control system, in combination, 
a Signal circuit, a car-carried source of A. C., 
a car-carried receiver, a primary winding on the 
receiver energized from said A. C. source, a sec 
Ondary winding on the receiver inductively re 
lated to the primary and arranged to control the 
Signal circuit, the primary winding being ar 
ranged to send flux through the secondary wind 
ing in a manner to produce opposing E. M. F.'s 
in the Secondary Winding, and a wayside in 
ductor to cooperate with the receiver. 

38. In a train control System, in combination, 
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a car-carried receiver including a primary wind 
ing energized from said A. C. source, and a 
secondary winding included in a circuit and in 
ductively related to the primary winding and 
controlling the signal circuit, the primary wind 
ing being arranged to produce two opposing 
current producing influences upon the circuit of 
the secondary winding, and a wayside element 
for influencing the action between the primary 
and secondary windings. 

39. In a train control system, in combination, 
a car-carried Source of A. C., a car-carried re 
ceiver including a primary Winding and an in 
ductively related secondary winding, the pri 
mary winding being connected to the A. C. 
source, the secondary Winding being included in 
a controlling circuit, the primary winding be 
ing arranged for producing two A. C. fluxes one 
only of which may dominate to produce an A. 
C. Current in the controlling circuit, and a Way 
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side inductor for varying the inductive relation 
ship between the primary and secondary wind 
lgS. 

40. In combination, vehicle carried mechanism 
comprising a control relay, a transformer includ 
ing primary and Secondary coils associated 
therewith, the said primary coil being adapted 
to be influenced for producing a predetermined 
operation of said relay, a resetting circuit for 
said relay, an indication receiver for operating 
the resetting circuit and a vehicle inductor 
adapted to be influenced for operating the in 
dication receiver; and roadside mechanism com 
prising roadside inductor means operable in re 
sponse to a given roadside condition for in 
fluencing Said primary coil and Operable in re 
sponse to another roadside condition for being 
energized for influencing the said vehicle carried 
inductor. 

NED C. I. BROWN. 
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